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]~ INTRODUCTION 

The investigation of deep inelastic lepton-nucleon scatter
ing is one of the most important methods to probe the nucleon 
structure. ~n.~he case of charg~d leptons whích--are regarded 
as pointlike nirac particles the single-photon exchange part 
of a cross section of the proce~s 

e+ N -+ t + hadrons (] )"' 

" 
can be explicitly calculated in quantum electrodynamics and 
interprêted in terms of the structure of a target nucleo~ or 
nuc l.e í , -, 

In an inclusive experiment 
t+N -+ti-x (2) 

when in the final state only the scattered lepton is measured 
and X is anything including hadrons, y ~ quanta and additio
nal leptons, the observed cross section contains, in addition 
to the single-photon,contributions from higher order electro
magnetic and, for beam energies larger than ]00 GeV, weak in
teractions too. 

These, in the following loosely called radiative corrections, 
have to be calculated and subtracted from the observed cross 
section (2) before the determination of structure functions. 
Obviously, the attainable "accuracy of the structure functions 
directly depends on the accuracy leveI of the radiative correc
tio~ calculation. 

Traditionally, the calculation of radiative corrections to 
deep inelastic tN scattering is based on the classical work 
by Mo and Tsai1/ and contaí.ns a 3 leptonic electromagnetic 
processes to (2). Only soft-photon emission contributions are 
summed up over alI orders in a. Higher-order electromagnetic 
contributions and radiative cor:rections to the hadronic vertex 
are believed to be comparatively small and negligible. 

The majority of deep inelastic, scattering experiments has 
been analysed at this leveI of radiative-correction treatment. 

A revised calculation of el7ctromagnetic radiative correc
tions was performed in re-fs~2.3. Completely covariant formulae 
are obtained which contrary to those given by Mo and Tsai, do 
not contain the unphys í cal. "soft-photon" parameter. 
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Furthermore, progress has been achieved in the treatment 
4of hadronic-vertex corrections, ,a electromagnetic and weak 

contributions. 
In this paper, contributions of the electromagnetic radia

tive processes up to the order a4 and weak ,interaction contri 
bution in the lowest order to (2) have been taken into conside
ration for the analysis of a muon scattering experiment at 
CERN/4 / . We give a brief survey of the formalisms and models 
used for its caleulation and summarize the results for beam 
energies of 280 GeV and, with' regard to Fermilab muon beam, 
750 GeV. 

2. HIGHER-ORDER ELECTROMAGNETIC PROCESSES 

The radiative· corrections resulting from each group "a" of 
processes from (2) are defined as 

a. ifaa.;a? 
8 ( X', y) =--/. , (3 ) 

dx dy dxdy 

where d~a./ dxdy and d2ao / dxdy denote the inclusive crbss sections 
of h i gher-io rde'r pr oces ses of group "a" and the single-photon 
exchange part'-üi"-Eile' reaction (l), respectively; X and y are 
the-~caling variables usua11y used. The overal1 radiative cor
rection factor, i.e., the ratio of the measured cross section 
d

2crn eas / dxdy to the cross section d2a"/ dx dy , can be expressed 
as follows: 

• d2JDea.s d2úo a..
 
L\(x,y) == --I -== 1 + ~ õ (x,y).
 (4)dxdy dxdy a. 

Results are discussed for the case of~P scattering, but 
the majority of formulae can be conventional~ transcribed 
a1so for the case of muon-nucleus scattering ,5,6/. 

Higher-order electromagnetic radiative processes are coar
sely subdivided in lepton- and hadron-current contributions. 

2.1. Lepton-Current Radiative Processes 

.A substa.ntial part of the Lep t on-icur-rent; corrections of the 
order a , 

1 d 2 lept .2 o 
lJ ePt('a) = a (a 3) / _d_a_ (cP ), (5)

dldy dxdy 

where the parentheses contain the order of the cross section 
a~? correction in the electromagnetic coupling constant a, re

2 
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Fig.l. Lowest- and higher-order eZectroweak radiative 
processes contributing to the observed deep ineZastic 
cross section. 
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sults from the bremsstrahlung diagrams 4 and 5 of Fig.1. The 
hadronic final state maybe either a single proton (the ~o
called elastic radiative tail) or a hadron jet (the inelastic 
radiative tail) that forms together with diagram 3 the correc
tions to the continuous spectrum, i.e., 

lept( )=ô lept() lept ô ô ()a el a + ínel a.. (6) 

A detailed description of the calculation of ôlep\a) was 
given in ref!21 Exact Lorentz-invariant formulae were obtained 
for the cross sections of the elastic and inelastic radiative 
tail, valid in the whole kinematic region of deep inelastic 
scattering. The hadronic vertex was treated in terms of expe
rimentally measured form factors. The radiative tail of the 
elastic peak has ~een calculated by using the fit of the proton 
fonn factors GE(Q) and C\i(Q 2) in the Q2 range up to 25 GeV2/,71 

whereas for the inelastic tail the published measure~ents on 
the s t ruc t.ure functio~/5,8,91 are app l í ed , 

The dependence of ept(a) on y for different vaIues of K isõ 

shown in Fig. 2 at 280 Ge'N be am energy. ôlept (a) is generally 
a smoothly growing function of Y with a s t r ong r i se in the vi
cinity of the kinernatic limit y =t connected here with the pre
ferable emission of hard photons. 

The leptonic vacuum polarization correction q:a~ (a) (the 
contribution of the interference of diagrarn 2 witg 1 in Fig.1) 
has been calculated first of alI only for internaI e and ~ loops 
and is shown in Fig. 3 as a function of Q2 up to 1000 GeV2. 
A contribution of =0.5% from the r internaI loop and the hadron 
loops (see section 2.2)·has finally been added to the total va
cuum polarization contribution. 2 

Lepton-current radiative corrections of the order a ,
 

d2 Iept d 2 o

s:-Ie pt ( 2) = Cl (4) / _Cl_ ( 2 ) 
u a dx dy a dx dy a ( 7 ) 

result from diagrams 11-30 of Fig.l*. 
An explicit calculation of the contributions resulting from 

diagrams 21-26 for the elastic radiative tail, ô~~Pt (~), has 
been performed for the first time .in ref. / i 0 / 

. 
The formulae obtained may be applied to any discrete final 

hadronic state but, taking into account that the emission of 
one or more photons by the lepton should not depend on the na
ture of the final hadronic state, as a good approximation for 
the cqptribution of diagrams 11-26 to the corrections frem the 

* Only a representative set ofa4 diagrams is shown here. 
/ i O/ 

A co~plete collection can be found in ref. • 

Fig.2. The Zepton eZectpo
maqnetrio com-ect-ion ô1ept(a) 
to deep ineZastic ~P ecat> - 40 
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Fig.3. The Vaeuum poZarization 
coppections Qvac(a) arising fpom o 
(e , #L)' and (e , Il , r , hadrone ) 2 
contpibutions as functions of Q. 

lept . I . d í.at • 1 , ô 1 ( 2) , we conS1 . d 1ne ast1c ra í .1at1ve ta1 a er 
1 me 

o.Iept(a2) Q ePt( 2) 
mel eI a 

(8) 
Ô

l ept () :::! Ô Iept ( ) 
í ne l a e l a 

The contributions from electromagnetic production of e+e-, 
.~+11- ,r+r- paí.rs (diagrams 27-30) to the measured cros s sect.í.on 
of the deep inelastic IlP scattering were calculated in ref 111~ 
It was found that the contribution of diagrams 27-30 to (7) is 
less than 0.4% in the major part of the kinematic region. Furth
ermore, an upper limit of 1% was estirnated in the framework of 
the simple quark-parton model for contributions resulting from 
diagrams 27-30 when instead of leptons hadrons were produced. 
We consider these contributions to (7) as being negligible. 

The dependence of 

ôlept (a 2) =ôllept(a2) + ô.lePlt (a2 ) (9)a me 

on y for several x is shown in Fig. 4 for beam energies of 280 
and 750 GeV. olept(a2) amounts to few per cent, in particular, 
at low x and large y, a Lmos t energy independent. 

200 400 600 aoo 1000 

Q'l (GeVz) 
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Taking into account the uncert~inties due to the approxima
t í.ons made in the calculation of o epz (a2

) ~nd t he, neg lection 
of electromagnetic lepton pair production, the accuracy of the 
total leptonic ~orrettion 

Ole p t _ olept () o lePt( 2)- a + a + ••• (t o) 

I has been estimated as 

~ s l ept ::: O.lôlep\a~). (I i) 

.l 
I' 

2.2. Hadron-Current Radiative Processes 

The processes which have to be taken into consideration for 
these corrections correspond to diagrams 6,7,8 and 9 of Fig.l. 
Because of the interference of diagram 7 with 1 and 9 with 4 
and 5, their cross section depends on the lepton charge, i.e., 

d 2 hadr 2 
(a2).ohadr (a) a± (a3) I d qO (12)

± dx dy dx dy 

hadr 
The practical calculation of O± (a) requires, contrary to 

p(a2)olept(a) and Ô le a model to describe the scattering on the 
hadron. Such a calculation was performed in ref:12~n the frame
work of the simple quark-parton modelo Nucleon constituents 
are assumed not to interact with each other, and the lepton 
interacts directly with one of the partons. Partons are iden
tified with SU(3) quarks and antiquarks. Ouark distribution 

. /13/ .
func t í.ons have been taken from ref. ha dí 

Figure 4 shows, the behavàour of o± r(a) at different x -va
Lues as a function of s , a~a r(a) is less than 1% at small x 
but may reachlfew per cent at large x and grows slightly with 
energy. ha dr 

The reliability of the calculated a± 0) has been proved 
as a byprotluct in a measurement of the charge asymmetry in deep. 
inelastic Il C scattering/14 

/ at 200 GeV. Though the experimental 
errors are rather larJte (-30%) the measurement can be considered 
as . . /157.W1th he I cu I t i /12/. an d perm1. t be1ng cons1stent t ca a 10n s 
a rough estimation of the uncertainties of ôradr(a) a"S 

1 
t' 

hadr na dr 
Ôô± ::: 0.30± (a). (13) 

l valhe contribution of the vacuum polarization by hadrons 
Oh d (a) (diagram 6) can be obtained from the total cross sec~ a r :+ •
t i.on of the process e e-4 hadrons a.n t he one-photon exchange 
a~proximation throu~h a dispersion relation. Taking the evalua
tion given in ref!l / for the spacelike region, a to~al vacuum 
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po1arization contribution of first order in a 
beam energies. A set of formu1ae for its ca1cu1ation is given
• 1177 .vac vac vac ~ 1n ref.Ô (a) = (a) + (a)ô1ept ô hadr (14) :~ 

I 
2 I

is obtained and is shown in Fig.3 as a function of Q ãcAs can 
be seen, ô~~dr (a) is near1y as 1arge as Ôl~~~ (a) and Ôv (a) 

I 

reaches a va1ue of =8% in the Q2 r eg i.op around 300 GeV 2 
• \1Contributions of order higher than ôvac(a) are conventiona11y 

added to (14) in the 1eading 10g approximation resu1ting in the 
ôvac 1 · · . , f 1 %tota1 vacuum po ar1zat10n correct10n . Be~ause o a 00 un

11.certaint1y o f the eva1uated ô~~~r (a) we estimate the accuracy II 

of the total vacuum po1arization correction as 

vac vac
 
Ô Ô := 0.1 shadr (a ). (15)
 

3. 1~AK INTERACTION 

As 10ng as the Q2 region under consideration is sma11 in 
comparJson to the squared mass of the intermediate vector bo
son, Mz • the weak interaction contribution to the observed deep 
ine1astic scattering cross section (2) can be treated as a cor
rection. 

The first contribution we wi11 discuss is the yZ interfe
rence resu1ting from diagrams 1 and 10 in Fig.l 

2 weak 2 

ô weak (a
d d o 2 

a-1) "'" O'+À (a G )/ _0'_ (a ). (16)
±À F dxdy F dxdy 

.~ which depends on the charge and the longitudinal po1arization À 

of the initia1 1epton. It was exp1icit1y calcu1ated in ref?l2/ 
in the framework of the standard theory (the hadronic vertex 
treated as in section 2.?). 1 

w~ãk' 
The dependence of õ ±A (~a ) on ~ for different x and 

energy va1ues is shown in Fig.4. ôrXa 
(GF~l) contributes main

1y at large x and y with values up to = 8% at 280 GeV'and::: 20% 
at 750 GeV beam ene~gy, respective1y, for pisitive1y charged 
muons. 2 

Taking into account an estimation of the neg1ected Z con
tribution the accuracy of the ca1cu1ated ô:Àak(G a-l) is deter
mined in the Q2 range up to 300 GeV 2 as - F 

ak 

I
 
I
 

! ! 
.\ 
\ ; 

ôô;;ak ~ O.lô:: (G a-I). (17)
F \1 

-- that higher order contributions It.A rough estimation revea1s 
1ike the l z2 terms from diagram 10 and the one-100p diagrams 
like 31,-40 may we11 reach severa1 per cent at Q2 =800 G~V2 
and have, consequent1y, to be taken into account at Fermi1ab 

8 

4. SUMMARY 

The e1ectróweak radiative corrections to deep ine1astic 
muon-proton scattering have been ca1cu1ated inc1uding for the 
first time a

4 contributions to the 1epton current, vacuum po
1arization by haqrons, hadron current and weak interaction 
contributions in the 10west order. The total radiative correc
tion with account of alI considered'here contributions 

s:- tot s:- vac s:- lept Ô hadr s:- weak 
U±À = U + U + ± + U ±À 

d / 2 •3 / . Lí 1d1ffers from ear 1er ca cu1ate 
severa~ per cent at 100 GeV and up 
750 GeV beam energy. 

(18) 

• h 1 . b1n t e abso ute un1ts y 
to about 10+20 per cent at 
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The dependence of ô~o~ on y for severa1 x is shown in Fig. 5 
for ,/p deep Lne l.as t i c scattering at 280 and 750 Get". For the 
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cent at 280 GeV and growing up 
l ep t 

to:: 20% at ineJudi.ng the paeking aod regialered poalage 

In conclusion, we note that limitation o 
used in the analysis of deep inelastic muon 
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AxyHAOB A.A., BapAHH A.n., noMaHH B. 
PaAHa~HoHHYe nonpaBKHtK rny6oKoHeynpyroMY 
pacce~HH» M»>HOB 

E2-86-104' 

KpaTKo onHCaHY CaM&Je nocneAHHe pesynbT8Thl pacqeTa pa
AHa~HOHHNX nonpaBOK K rny60KOHeynpyroMY MIDOH-HYKqOHHOMY pac
ce~MHID, YqTeHY BKna~ OT nenTOHHNX sneKTpOMarHHTHNX npo~ec-. 4 . 
COB BnnOTb AO a UOPHAKa, DOnBPHsa~HH BaKyYMa nenTOH~ 
H aApOHaMH, OT aAPOHHYX sneKTPOMarHHTHMX npo~eCCOB -a 
H y Z -HHTepcllepe~HH. HsyqaeTcH saBHCHMOCTb OTAenbHYX BKnaAOB 
OT KHHeMaTaqeCKHX nepeMeHHYX, BKna,JJ;bl, He np~HHMaBJDHeCH BO 
BHHMaHHe B npe~x B~HcneHHHX paAHa~HOHHNX nonpaBoK, AOCTH
r~T B OnpeAeneHHYX KHHeMaT~eCKHX o5naCT~X HeCKOnbKHX npo
~e~TOB npH SHeprH~ CBHme 100 rsB. 

Pa6oTa BNOonHeHa B na6opaTOPHH TeopeTHqecKo~ cl!HsHKH OHHH 

Coo6ulelule O«h.e,tumeHHoro IDICYHTyra Jl,llepHMX uccneAOBaHHii • .lly6Ha 1986 

Akhundov A.A., Bardin D.Yu., Lohmann W. 
Radiative Corrections to Deep Inelastic 
Muon Scattering 

E2-86-I04 

A summary is given of the most recent results for the 
calculation of radiative corrections to deep inelastic muon
nucleon scattering. Contributions from leptonic electromag
netic processes up to the order a~ vacuum polarization by 
leptons and hadrons, hadronic electromagnetic processes-a8 

and yZ interference have been taken into account. The depen
dence of the individual contributions on kinematical va
riables is studied. Contributions, not considered in earlier 
calculations of radiative corrections, reach in certain 
kirtematical regions several per cent at energies above 
100 GeV. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory 
of Theoretical Physics, JINR. 

Communication of the Joint Institute for Nuclear Research. Dubna 1986 


